
 

 

 

Abstract—This research was an analyzing for abnormality 

electronic heart waves of coronary artery disease patients by using 

electrocardiography: ECG which recording each graph forms of heart 

signals to data base and using electrocardiography from MIT-BIH 

(Harvard – MIT Division of Health Sciences and Technology) in data 

processing by MATLAB software. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

OST of the coronary artery disease can be found in 

elderly person and caused in death in many countries 

around the world and its ranks at the 4
th

 disease of Thai 

people followed by cancer, accident and toxic, the stroke and 

hi-blood pressure, atherosclerotic plaque on the wall of blood 

vessels was caused of coronary heart disease causing 

obstruction of blood flow. Especially when clogged coronary 

arteries to heart It makes a coronary artery narrowing and 

cause myocardial ischemia and causing obstruction of blood 

flow or rupture mechanisms and encourages the creation of 

blood clots and blockage that range of blood vessels. Part of 

normal heart muscle is nourished by this clogged blood vessel 

was ischemic and hypoxia will cause chest pain, fatigue, stress 

or excitement. (If less than 50 percent, stenosis will disappear 

at rest) upon the death of that heart muscle occurs or severe 

cardiac arrhythmias will lead to sudden death [1]. 

For cardiovascular disease in Thai patients found that who 

had been admitted to hospital with acute coronary thrombosis 

were more than 60,000 cases per year, these incidence of 

cardiovascular disease in Thailand were related with period of 

time and civil society, it had less number of cardiovascular 

disease in the past 20 years and only found in rural or 

agricultural society. This may be because the modern society 

was increasingly urban society and civil society was increased 

more risk in all aspects such as people tend to more consume, 

few exercises and more stressful. 
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From this problem issues, researchers have developed a 

method for analysis of unusual ECG [2] because most of 

coronary arteriosclerosis patients are usually no symptoms and 

it may even lead to death if severe. Therefore, researchers have 

studied how to detect unusual ECG signals with digital images 

to diagnose abnormal heart rate, which can be helpful in 

reducing the death rate of patients who has cardiovascular 

disease, coronary heart failure [3]. 

II. THEORIES 

ECG was resulting from heart muscle cells serve as the 

beginning of the electrical conductivity within the cell to 

stimulate the heart muscle to relax and contract rhythmically, 

which will heart enlargement for and blood receiving and 

contraction to pump out around body by walls of the heart 

muscle cells, which have special features that can cause 

electrical voltage outside the cell and within different cells by 

the voltage changes due to the exchange of minerals (Na + and 

K +) between inside and outside the cell. This will be 

discussed in the next domain. The voltage will start at the top 

of the heart called the SA node and spread to all directions of 

the atria and end at the AV node, such this sequence SN 

(sinoatrial node)  AVN (arterial ventricular node)  HB 

(bundle of His)  BB = bundle branch (LBB and RBB)  PF 

(Purkinje fiber) [4]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Structure and function of the heart 

 

2.1) The normal electrocardiogram signals  

     

    ECG originated by the conductivity of Depolarization & 

Repolarization In different parts of heart by the heart's 

electrical signals. Contains with waveforms as P, QRS (QRS 

complex), T and U (may not exist). [5] 
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Fig. 2 a normal ECG waveform. 

 

TABLE 2.1 

THE CHARACTERISTICS AND CARDIAC OUTPUT DURING  

THE PERIOD.[6] 

P wave  elevation ≤ 2.5 mV endorsements ≤ 0.12 sec in 

lead II. 

PR  

interval 

width from 0.12 to 0.20 seconds (about 3-5 

small channel).   

QRS 

complex 

width from 0.60 to 0.10 seconds (about 3 

small channel).  

QT 

interval 

width <half of the RP interval (values vary 

with age, gender and Inversely proportional 

to the rate of the heartbeat). 

ST 

segment 

elevated or decreased from baseline <1 mm (1 

small channel) and place over 2leads.  

T wave height less than 5 mm in limb lead or 10 mm 

in precordial lead but not less than 0.5 in lead 

I and II positive in lead I, V2 - 6 and negative 

in aVR but may positive or negative in lead 

III, V1.  

U wave  a small wave follows the T wave (still 

unknown mechanism of wave). 

 

2.2) Cardiac arrhythmia Signal.  

 

   Irregular heartbeat (arrhythmia) is a cardiac arrhythmia or 

arrhythmia rate in lead ECG is an abnormal in shape either rate 

or rhythm, even in a combination of several anomalies in 

normal SA node, which is generating voltage charge at 60 - 

100 beats / minute at the origin of the abnormal 

electrocardiogram are includes as the following:[7] 

 

 2.2.1) Sinus Tachycardia 

 

 
 

                    Fig. 3 Sinus Tachycardia 

 

   A condition in which the heart rate, but normal sinus heart 

rate faster than 100 beats / min, usually found in the gym, 

anxiety or stress.  

 

 

 

       2.2.2) Sinus bradycardia 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Sinus bradycardia 

 

   A condition in which the heart rate, but normal sinus 

bradycardia of 60 beats / min slower than 40 beats per minute, 

usually associated with low blood pressure or there was the 

faint. 

        

 2.2.3) Atrial fibrilation (AF)  

            

 
 

Fig. 5 Atrial fibrilation (AF)  

 

   Conditions of tachycardia or shake gently of Atrial caused by 

Ectopic focus in the atrium discharge was more frequent and 

irregular of  beats rate that faster than 400-700 beats / minute 

this dysfunction caused by ischemic heart disease, aged, high 

blood pressure, cardiac muscles. 

 

 2.2.4) Premature atrial contraction (PAC) 

 

 
 

Fig. 6 Premature atrial contraction (PAC) 

 

   The beating of the Atrial, which is caused by the disorder 

induced of non SA node causes P wave early. The cause of 

disorder occurred was valvular stenosis or thyroid medication 

digitalis toxicity catalyst.  

 

 2.2.5) Premature ventricular contraction (PVC) 

 

 
 

Fig. 7 Premature ventricular contraction (PVC) 

 

   Disorder caused by ectopic foci in the ventricles  caused by 

myocardial hypoxia, myocardial infarction or acute toxicity of 

digitalis medication, treatment need to cure the causes. 
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 2.2.6) Atrial flutter 

                                   

 
 

Fig. 8 Atrial flutter 

 

   Caused by an ectopic focus in the atrium induced 

depolarization quickly and consistent around 250 -350 beats / 

minute, making P wave to be sawtooth shape, caused by stress, 

smoking, alcohol or heart disorders. 

 

 2.2.7) Ventricular tachycardia (VT) 

 

 
 

Fig. 9 Ventricular tachycardia (VT) 

 

   This ventricular condition is the origin of heart beating at a 

faster rate but its consistently at 101 -250 beats / minute 

without no abnormal shape of P and QRS waves  and wider 

than 0.12 seconds, same as PVC but stronger than  and it 

emergency. 

 

 

  2.2.8) First degree AV block 

 

 
 

Fig. 10 First degree AV block 

      

   The voltage origin of the SA node which was delayed an 

induction of Av node to slow down. Therefore, the wave of 

voltage will be same as Sinus rhythm except PR interval which 

it 0.20 second longer than normal and not necessary constant 

throughout the treatment, but cares must be closely monitored. 

 

2.3) Image Processing Theory  

 

   There are two types of vector image. (Vector) and image 

raster (Raster) were using on computers that divided by the 

manner of the image recording and how to use different types 

of images.  vector is an image that has been recorded in the 

photos consisted with line, curves, shapes and colors with 

mathematical equation to present out on screen or printed on a 

printer, software that used to open a picture will be taken for 

the various records to calculate and create new shapes, this is 

the great feather of vector whether you will enlarge the picture 

to just how big it is, the computer will calculates the ratio of 

new sharpen born and clear all image, vector images are 

widely using in a precise definition type of work, such as 

creating logos and create a widely three-dimensional in 

engineering works because it always reduction and 

enlargement that works. so. the vector is very useful with this 

type of work but raster image (or bitmap) that is originated by 

a sort of small pigment that make it up a bigger picture that we 

see, in each grain or small spots has filled with one color 

which also called pixel (Pixels), in an bitmap image editing 

that means we're fixing pigment so that the image changes 

according to the needs, because of the bitmap contains a 

pigment in an steady amount on image, so when expanded 

image too much is need it can be cause of loosing detail on 

image and it will be visible dots instead of a photo.  

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

   Studying information of normal ECG and abnormal ECG 

signals, the function of the heart with signal during each period 

of those are normal and abnormal heart signal to understand 

the differences of the heart rate to be applied to diagnose.   

    Designing heart signals database by programming the 

calculations for finding normal / abnormal ECG data and 

recorded into the database which it contains the heart signal 

data. The convenience and ease of use will take into a 

designing consideration then it must learn how to link the 

database with MATLAB program to retrieve data from the 

database to display the heart signals. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11 The structure of the data analysis 

 

   Analysis of normal and abnormal ECG the data signal by 

using the MATLAB software obtained images of the normal 

and abnormal ECG signal to analyze by the Graphical User 

Interface of MATLAB software helps to connect users. The 

software will divided into each part such as the part of images 

input, part of images selection and part of Images analyzing to 

see the format of the heart signal image which it can spit the 

normal and abnormal ECG signal. 

   A function testing for normal and abnormal ECG signal with 

all testing through the Graphical User Interface which has been 

designed in MATLAB software to browse the data that saved 

in the heart database, to added records to database, to editing 

data in database that saved in MATLAB software which 

displays heart signals. 

IV. RESULTS 

    The experimental results of many diagnoses are values to 

continuity but when interpreted these values it must be 

interpreted as a variable which is divided into two parts of 
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normal and abnormal. To do this it is necessary to have a 

database of normal and abnormal ECG, then classified into 

normal and abnormal values apart by using the Mat lab 

software to programming as follows. 

 

mpic=imread('normal1.jpg');% retrieve an abnormal from 

database 

figure(1);imshow(mpic)   % display all wanted image  

 

 
 

Fig. 12 Output signal at normal 

 

mpic=imread('abnormal2.gif'); % retrieve an abnormal image 

from database  

figure(1);imshow(mpic)   % display all wanted image 

 

 
 

Fig. 13 Output signal at abnormal 

V. CONCLUSION 

   Detect abnormal ECG using digital photos is one of others 

way that useful in both terms of disorders diagnostic of 

coronary artery disease patients and to diagnose a disorder of 

ECG, such as patient’s heart rate and when emergency can let 

the care and doctor know on time. This is useful in order to 

reduce the death rate of patients from sudden cardiac arrest 

due to incurable catch up which 8 patients died from a sudden 

heart attack per minute.  
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